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Have you always wanted to learn how to speak Classical Arabic but simply didn't have the time?

Well if so, then look no further. This is one of the most advanced and revolutionary methods ever

designed for quickly becoming conversational in a language. In creating this time-saving program,

master linguist Yatir Nitzany spent years examining the 27 most common languages in the world

and distilling from them 350 words that are most likely to be used in real conversations. These 350

words were chosen in such a way that they were structurally interrelated and, when combined, form

sentences. Through various other discoveries about how real conversations work - discoveries that

are detailed further in this book - Nitzany created the necessary tools for linking these words

together in a specific way so that you may become rapidly and almost effortlessly conversant - now.

If your desire is to learn complicated grammatical rules or to speak perfectly proper and precise

Arabic, this book is not for you. However, if you need to actually hold a conversation while on a trip

to an Arabic-speaking country, to impress that certain someone, or to be able to speak with your

grandfather or grandmother as soon as possible, then the Nitzany Method is what you have been

looking for. This book is recommended for those who already have some prior knowledge of the

pronunciation of Arabic accents (such as the Arabic accents: ayin, ghayn, ha, and khaf). For those

of you who do not, this book does indeed provide some great, in-depth techniques on the

pronunciation and recognition of these accents. These techniques have proven extremely beneficial

for beginner students who were previously unfamiliar with these accent pronunciations. But keep in

mind this isn't a pronunciation book. This method is designed for fluency in a foreign language,

while communicating in the first person present tense. Nitzany believes that what's most important

is actually being able to understand and be understood by another human being right away.

Therefore, unlike other courses, all words in this program are taught in English transliteration,

without having to learn the complex alphabet. More formalized training in grammar rules, etc., can

come later. Learn Arabic today, not tomorrow, and get started now!
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A SOPHISTICATED LEARNING PROGRAM.''Uridu ta'llumi al-muhadathah bil lughati al-Arabiah...!

(I want to learn how to speak Arabic!)''This book is written in very simply way yet the Program is

powerful. It opened my eyes to the fascinating world of the Arabic language like no other book (and I

have three of them). After reading it, I was a little skeptical that such a simple Program could work

(through ''first 20 pages'' of practice); however, starting to put in action with an Arab neighbor it

proved to be very effective to my surprise! By using some of the most common verbs, adjectives,

adverbs, etc., it took me to a basic conversational engagement and I really enjoyed it.However, not

being a Grammar Book - as author Nitzany properly warns - for some student wanting to go beyond

will need a deep developed Arabic Learning course as in any other foreign language; the good

news is you don't need go further: You can speak Arabic RIGHT AWAY!I recommend you to

purchase this book since this Program is easy, practical and effective; also, its price is worthy and

very affordable.Congratulations to author Nitzani for this very useful book and his inside, and I hope

more of his writings in future books about this language.

Fantastic book. I was always looking forward to learning the Arabic language, and this really helped

me achieve that goal.

Took several courses of Arabic in my university and learned 0, i have been disappointed by their

teaching methods, the only positive aspect i gained from it was college credits towards fulfilling my

foreign language requirement for my bachelor. Supposedly college courses are renowned for their

efficient teaching of foreign language, that fact is garbage. After I graduated i was pissed off that I

still couldn't speak Arabic, this book took me out of this predicament, its primary focus is

conversations and fluency, rather than grammar and writing. When I clicked this listing I read the

author biography, and realized I was able to relate to him on several levels in regards to the similar

frustration he experienced to learn a language, and decided I give his method a shot. I was

impressed by his method and i see this as a great book for anyone trying to learn Arabic. I love the



fact how this author is so passionate about sharing his method with others. If schools were forced to

follow this book everyone would be bi lingual.
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